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EDITORIAL
Certainly everywhere you look in Melbourne, there are new developments happening in
metropolitan Melbourne, the northern, eastern and western suburbs and regional Victoria.
The skyline along Malvern Road and Toorak Road, South Yarra is littered with cranes.
Formcraft Vic recently completed builds in Strathmore, Mont Albert and Brighton. We have
signed contracts for new projects in Abbotsford, Ringwood East, South Melbourne,
Williamstown, Malvern and Toorak. The next few months will be extremely busy.
Formcraft SA has commenced the build of a 34 unit motel development and conference
centre. Mark Rodden, Formcraft SA Managing Director, is playing an integral role in
training and assisting local employees familiarise themselves with the installation of our
FormPro EPS panels and fibre cement sheets.
April / May was also a busy marketing month as Formcraft Vic exhibited at two expos. Our
stand was manned by John Rousakis and George Cooper, whom many of you have met.
Following these events we have received a number of genuine enquiries and house plans
sent in by potential clients for estimation.
HIA Home Show from April 21—April 24 Inclusive
DesignBuild Expo from May 4—May 6 Inclusive
Not to be outdone Formcraft SA participated in its very first expo. The Sunday Mail Home
Living Expo was held at the Adelaide Showgrounds from April 23—April 25 inclusive. Mark
Rodden and Areti Kios manned our exhibitor stand and were thrilled with the number of
enquiries.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those clients, builders, developers,
architects, designers and structural engineers who have stood by us.
On behalf of the Formcraft teams in both Victoria and South Australia, we are extremely
grateful and trust your support and confidence with us will continue to grow.
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Innovative and Sustainable Construction Systems
Extract from Adelaide Sunday Mail dated: 17th April
Structural strength, cost effectiveness and energy efficiency are vital considerations in any modern building
project.
Innovation in these areas has led to the advanced FormPro wall and FormDeck suspended slab systems
that have brought new dimensions in structural durability and sustainability.
Formcraft SA distributes these products and they will highlight the company’s presentation at the Home
Living Expo.
The Australian-owned company was founded on a vision of developing eco-tech building systems, including
Insulated Concrete Formwork (ICF), to provide the construction industry with exciting new products.
Formcraft SA has successfully adapted the ICF technology for walls, suspended slabs to deliver appealing
construction solutions.
Visitors to the Home Living Expo can inquire about advantages of the FormPro and FormDeck systems,
including significant cost benefits and measureable energy efficiency.
FormPro is acknowledged as the most technologically advanced ICF formwork in Australia meeting the
most stringent fire resistant, acoustic, thermal and structural code requirements.
Formcraft SA Chief Financial Officer, Michael Kiosoglous, said the system enabled fast-track construction
with a thermal rating to ensure a home would be warmer in Winter and cooler in Summer, thereby
reducing power costs.
FormDeck is a lightweight concrete formwork used to create a suspended slab or deck with exceptional
strength and insulation.
“FormPro and FormDeck feature a high Sound Transmission Coefficient (STC), which means reduced noise
transmission between walls and floors”, Michael explained. “This is especially important if a home is near a

busy road or railway line. The high fire rating of these products has provided peace of mind to many
homeowners in bushfire prone areas of Australia.”

WE BUILT OUR DIY SWIMMING POOL
When Will Carlile rang us in September 2015 and asked us to supply FormPro EE320 panels to build his swimming
pool, I was surprised , and somewhat curious, if he would in fact go ahead with this project.
Clearly he had done his homework, and in early October, we supplied him with the panels to construct the pool.
In only a few months over summer, Will and his wife built their dream pool.
Here are his thoughts which I hope will be both helpful and insightful to others that may be contemplating building
a pool.

“A little bit of know-how can have a tremendous impact on the evolution of an idea from inception
through to creation.
When we decided to add a pool to our backyard we
started with a grand list of ideas, challenges and
limitations and through a combination of matching
these together, we ended up with a design which
became our dream. What we wanted was to make
the swimming pool larger overall, yet cheaper to
build and when we finished, to have lower energy
and minimal chemical demands than those of a
more traditional residential pool project.
To achieve these principals, this meant we
needed to embrace higher energy efficiency in
the finished product, to bring forward
cost-efficient construction methodology and still
manage the project with the minimum of commercial labour. Bouyed with the confidence of energy and
ambition we set about to make the dream a reality.
We initially toyed with the logical construction pathways; going to the existing pool industry and
summarising our ideas. Frustratingly, we seemed to continually end up with builders trying to steer us
back to what they already knew, which in design, practice and efficiency was relatively unchanged
technology from what seemed like generations ago. With limited understanding from the pool builder
industry to embrace design change from the ‘standard practice / status quo’ we forged ahead to meet our
needs, rather than one that would simply conform.
Firstly, from a structural
perspective what we wanted
was a pool only partially in the
ground such that the finished
wall height complied as a pool
fence. This meant a shallower
hole allowing for far less civil
excavation and disposal costs,
and significantly reduced pool
fencing demands with less area
lost to fencing boundaries.

WE BUILT OUR DIY SWIMMING POOL continued...
“Secondly from an insulation view the above ground design may expose the structure to greater convection

energy losses. To combat this we needed a fully insulated structure to alleviate the additional energy losses
from the exposed walls.
Initially the above ground pool design seemed to add significant limitations to the construction of the pool
frame—if considering traditional
concrete formwork systems.
One misconception is clear in my
mind: concrete is expensive. My
interpretation is: concret-ing is
expensive—essentially due to the
traditional labour and material
demands of formwork, yet the wet
product falling from the back of an
agitator itself is relatively cheap by
the cubic metre.
To build the pool structure, we
needed a system to allow for DIY
formwork and additionally provide an
insulated structure. After talking with
John and George and the team at Formcraft Vic, we discovered many design solutions, however, we also
uncovered some additional design challenges.
Formcraft could provide an Insulated Concrete Formworl (ICF), to create a suitable insulated wall system,
yet creating a water retaining structure meant the polystyrene on the inside of the pool was a new problem.
We worked quickly toward a solution to this unexpected challenge: lets’ use the ICF system in two ways;
firstly as the formwork to hold the wet concrete until it’s set, acrylic render and set the outside of the pool
structure as is typical in ICF buildings, and secondly let’s strip the insulated formwork off the inside of the
pool exposing the concrete which can then be sealed like a traditional pool surface.
By using the ICF panel system supplied by Formcraft we were able to assemble formwork ourselves, build
our own shape above ground lap pool which is full insulated and constructed with the minimum of
commercial labour. For a few weeks this summer, my wife and I stacked ICF panels, tied reinforcing steel
and laid the shape of our own pool design creating a structure which was filled with concrete via a boom
pump and vibrated to create a water retaining structure.
What we have achieved is a fully insulated, above ground concrete swimming pool
structure, ready to be coated inside and
filled with water. We have had no limitation to design and delivery and minimal
employment of commercial labour.

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN VICTORIA
Winter arrived and the teams have been kept busy in and around metropolitan Melbourne.
As we move into the new financial year we look back at our progress over the past 7 years.
Formcraft Vic has been in the unique position to maintain its team of installers who are now highly
qualified and fully experienced in installing our FormPro wall and FormDeck suspended slab system.
This is a significant benefit for our clients as we believe we have very efficient and loyal team members.
The year has started with an unexpected influx of enquiries for both residential and commercial
developments.

TOORAK
Our work on this build is completed.
The house is in a beautiful tree lined
street surrounded by exclusive homes.

A builder working in the area visited the
above build and was impressed with
ease of working with FormPro to install
the walls.
So much so that he has commenced
another project in Toorak using our wall
system.
The new residence is in a large block in
a quiet cul-de-sac surrounded by quality
homes.

What’s Happening in Victoria continued…
BRIGHTON
Situated away from the beach, this beautiful
home is nearing completion.
Formcraft was required to build all the bored
piers, basement slab, basement, ground and
first floor walls as well as the suspended slabs.
The end result is a very solid home that will last
forever, incorporating all the benefits of an ICF
build.

SUNBURY
This “Supply Only” build is a credit to the
owner.
Formcraft Vic is very pleased to be
associated with this build.
Requests for “Supply Only and/or “Supply &
Teach” are becoming common. Recent
“Supply Only” projects include a
development in South Melbourne,
residences in both Torquay and Knoxfield,
apartment complex in Rye and a swimming
pool in Geelong.

What’s Happening in Victoria continued…
Expos:
Formcraft Vic had a very busy April and May featuring at two exhibitions.
The Melbourne HIA Show (April 21st—April 24th Inclusive) and Design Build Expo (May 4th—May 6th
Inclusive) were well attended.
John and George, with help from Quang Do (Formcraft Project Manager) manned the exhibitor stand
every day.
Overall the response was very positive with a number of house plans sent in for estimating.
Recent contracts have been signed for Abbotsford, Ringwood East, Williamstown, Toorak and
Nunawading.

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
MOTEL DEVELOPMENT
Mark has been travelling from Adelaide to work
with local boys to build the walls for the 34
motel units and conference centre.
Progress has been steady and on Tuesday, May
17th the tem poured the ground floor walls for
blocks one and three.
The conference centre walls were poured the
following week.

KINGSTON PARK

On a beautiful site, overlooking the sea, Formcraft SA were awarded the contract to build the
party wall for two prestige townhouses.

MAWSONS LAKES

Over recent years there has been significant
development in and around Mawsons Lakes.
Formcraft completed a three storey development
of 15 units recently.
Mark worked on this build and his knowledge and
understanding of both residential and commercial
builds is a significant asset in dealing with
owners / developers / builders re their respective
projects.

Sunday Mail Home Living Expo
The expo at the Wayville Showgrounds was held over the Anzac Day weekend (from Saturday 23rd April—
Monday 25th April inclusive).
This was the very first expo that Formcraft SA has participated in and was a huge success.
We felt necessary to invest in an exhibitor stand which reflected our FormPro wall system and FormDeck
suspended slab system, and at the same time highlighting the benefits of the system and quality of workmanship.
Our exhibitor stand was manned by Mark and Areti. They fielded numerous enquiries from both potential clients
and curious attendees looking to expand their knowledge of the benefits of building with Insulated Concrete
Formwork (ICF’s).

Master Builders Building & Home Improvement Show
Formcraft SA will be participating in the upcoming Master Builders Building & Home Improvement Show.
The expo will be held at the Wayville Showgrounds, Adelaide.
When:

From Friday, 15th July—Sunday, 17th July Inclusive.

Stand No:

B57

Please visit our stand and talk with Mark about any future projects you may be considering.

FORMCRAFT HOUSE FEATURES ON FRONT COVER OF
OWNER BUILDER MAGAZINE
APRIL / MAY 2016 ISSUE
What a thrill we received
when Graeme Walker sent us
the April/May issue of the
Owner Builder magazine.
His earth covered fireproof
home featured not only on the
cover but was a feature
article.
For those planning to build in
the fire zone areas where
achieving the required BAL
(Bushfire Attack Levels) is a
necessity, the article is well
worth reading, as John
explains in detail the obstacles
he faced, and how he
overcame them.
The magazine can be
purchased from your local
newsagent or going online at:
www.theownerbuilder.com.au

Testimonial John and Rachel Rosler
Our first contact with Formcraft was at the HIA Home Show, where we met George.
Being owner builders we had lots of questions all of which were seriously considered
and answered to our satisfaction. To further put our minds at ease, George offered,
and met us on site at one of their current projects and took us through the various
stages of the build.
Having decided to go with Formcraft we were introduced to John Rousakis who
further reassured us with his professionalism, and genuine enthusiasm for our project.
Throughout the whole process we were impressed with the Formcraft team, they kept
the site clean and tidy and worked like a well oiled machine. The boys are a friendly
bunch and nothing is too much for them, even going out of their way to lend a hand.
Formcraft’s section of the build has been completed and we are happy and pleased
with the outcome.
I hope all the other stages run as smoothly as this one did.
John & Rachel Rosler
March 23rd, 2016
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